**Winter 2015 DII Basketball Playoff Schedule**

- **Quarterfinal**
  - DFC's (60-59)
  - Kareem of the Crop
  - DFC's
  - The Garbage Men
  - The Garbage Men (52-49)
  - Tickel Squad (38-28)
  - The Garbage Men
  - Gucci Sweat
  - Mug Life
  - Mug Life (67-49)
  - Mug Life (60-56)

- **Semifinal**
  - DFC'S
  - Gucci Sweat
  - Mug Life
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (72-61)

- **Final**
  - Mug Life
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay Hoopers (70-62)
  - SouthBay (64-59)
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - D2 Champion
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Semifinal**
  - DFC'S
  - Gucci Sweat
  - Mug Life
  - Mug Life (67-49)
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (70-62)
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - D2 Champion
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Quarterfinal**
  - DFC'S
  - Gucci Sweat
  - Mug Life
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (70-62)
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - D2 Champion
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Final Score**
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Second Round**
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (64-59)
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - D2 Champion
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Third Round**
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Fourth Round**
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Fifth Round**
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Sixth Round**
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Final**
  - SouthBay Hoopers
  - D2 Champion
  - SouthBay (64-59)

- **Final Score**
  - SouthBay (64-59)